
HOUSE 873

Commissioners on Fisheries and Game,

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.
In compliance with the provisions of chapter 269, General

Acts of 1915, the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and
Game presents herewith the part of its fifty-third annual
report, covering the year Dec. 1, 1917, to Nov. 30, 1918,
which contains recommendations for legislative action, each
accompanied by a draft of a bill embodying the legislation
recommended.

Respectfully submitted for the Board,

WILLIAM C. ADAMS,

CJ)c Commontocaltf) of cpassacljusetts.

Chairman.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO BE CONTAINED IN THE
FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS ON FISHERIES
AND GAME FOR THE YEAR 1918.

The Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game re-
spectfully recommend the passage of laws designed to accom-
plish the following purposes:

1. To provide for exhibitions and other means of interest-
ing and educating the public in the conservation and propa-
gation of birds, fish and game in the Commonwealth.

Publicity, $2,000. The broadening of the work of the
department has made it necessary to carry on a campaign
of education to bring the public to an understanding of the
natural resources of the State, their value, and the whole-
some and proper development and exploitation of them.
One of the most effective means of doing this has been
through exhibits at agricultural fairs, or illustrated lectures
in place of live exhibits, describing the various lines of work.
Similar illustrated talks are in constant demand for gather-
ings, such as fish and game clubs, men’s clubs, granges, etc.
and have proved an effective means of bringing about an
intelligent comprehension of our work, resulting in a better
feeling toward the department and a closer co-operation.
The appropriation here asked is for the purpose of continuing
these lines of work.

2. To provide for additions and replacements to the build-
ings and equipment of the hatcheries and game farms under
the control of the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and
Game.

Palmer Hatchery. Garage, $6OO. This is necessary for
housing the combination automobile truck and touring car
used at this station for transportation of cans of fish and for
general carting work at the station.
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Truck, 81,500. This truck, designed to carry from \Yi to
2 tons, is to be used in transporting fish from the hatchery
to the two railroad stations; also in distributing fish direct
from the hatchery to the streams.

Pond, $5OO. For raising fingerling bass or perch.
East Sandwich Fish Hatchery. Head trough, 81,100.

The old head trough in use at the present time is practically
beyond use, and it is imperative that it be replaced during
the coming year.

Montague Rearing Station. —Purchase of land, 81,850.
The land on which the valuable springs furnishing the water
for this rearing station are located is now held under lease
with an option of purchase. The land will have to be pur-
chased this year or the lease will expire, and there may be
many practical difficulties in the way of renewing it or of
obtaining the land at the present figure, which averages
about 825 per acre.

Experimental hatchery building, 81,000. This location
(Montague) promises to be the best location for a trout
hatchery of any place we have, being a little more than a
mile from the railroad station, and having a large supply of
the best water, and it may be possible to hatch all of the
eggs at this one station with the water supply available and
then distribute them to other stations.

Ice house, 8300. The fish must be distributed during the
hot weather period, and large quantities of ice are required
to regulate the temperature of the water. Most of the ice
can be cut locally, and this arrangement will save a large
part of the cost of it and large loss of time in getting ice on
days when shipments are to be made.

Road, 8200; extending pools, $300; fence, $2OO. The
road is a new one running over soft ground, and this sum
will be required to put it into condition for the heavy team-
ing necessary at the station. As to extending the pools, by
boarding up the brook running through the grounds, a sub-
stantial number of rearing pools can be added at a very
small outlay compared with the rearing facilities made
available. A fence is required to keep out stock grazing on
the land and to better protect the fish in the pools by keep-
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ing out visitors who, in the absence of the superintendent
might tamper with pipe valves regulating the water system.

Amherst Rearing Station. - Road, $200; ice house, $.300;
fence, $2OO. The fish must be distributed during the hot
weather period, and large quantities of ice are required to
regulate the temperature of the water. Most of the ice can
be cut locally, and this arrangement will save a large part
of the cost of it and large loss of time in getting ice on days
when shipments are to be made. It is necessary to put the
road into condition for the heavy teaming necessary in con-
nection with distributing the fish, and the fence is required
to protect the fish in the pools from visitors who might
tamper with the pipe valves regulating the water system.

Pittsfield Rearing Station. Ice house, $300; fence, $200;
road, $2OO. The fish must be distributed during the hot
weather and large quantities of ice are required, most of
which can be cut locally. By this arrangement a large part
of the cost and large loss of time in getting ice when needed
can be saved. It is necessary to put the road in condition
for the heavy trucking incident to the w T ork of the station.
A fence is required for the protection of the fish in the pools
from injury by visitors who might tamper with the pipe
valves regulating the water system.

Extending pipe from the dam and constructing pools,
$5OO. The chief water supply at this station is to be ob-
tained from water taken from a large dam, by means of
pipes laid through the face of the dam. By this means a
good head of water will always be available, and the tem-
perature of the water will be kept sufficiently low to make
the water available in warm weather. The increased volume
of water will enable us to use additional pools which are on
the grounds, and will be set up if the water supply is made
available.

3. To provide for the establishment of additional stations
for rearing to fingerling size the surplus trout fry which the
present fish hatcheries annually produce, $2,500. During
the past two years three rearing stations have been estab-
lished at which trout are hatched from the egg and reared
to proper size for distribution. When this stage is reached
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they are used to fill applications in the section of the State
where the station is located.

_

These rearing stations bring
about a substantial saving in transportation charges, save
the loss of fish incidental to shipments over long distances
(as when distributed from the regular stations), and relieve
the congestion at the regular stations, which can produce
more fry than they can rear to fingerlings. The appropria-
tion here asked is for the establishment of additional stations
of this kind.

4. To provide for investigation and preliminary plans for
the establishment of a salt-water fish hatchery, $2,000. This
Commonwealth has off its shores one of the most valuable
coastal fisheries of any State in the union. It has been
demonstrated that certain species of salt-water fish which
frequent our shores can be successfully propagated. In
order to maintain and increase the present supply eventually
the State should own and operate a fully equipped, large-
sized hatchery for propagating these species.

5. To make available for use in the fiscal year 1919 the
balance of the appropriation made in the year 1918 for the
construction of fishways at Lawrence and Lowell by chapter
174 of the General Acts of the year 1918.

Owing to the delays necessary in coming to a conclusion
as to the proper place to locate the fishway,- together with
the unusual conditions, it was impossible to complete the
installation of the fishways which were planned for this year.
The site has been determined upon and the plans have all
been completed, and we are now ready to go ahead with the
work.

6. To so amend the bass law as to open the season on the
twentieth day of June and close it on the first day of De-
cember, and to establish a catch limit of ten.

The catching of black bass through the ice has become a
destructive method of taking these fish, and it is considered
advisable to prohibit the taking of bass during the period
indicated. Unless some reasonable catch limit is placed on
all of these native fresh-water species of fish the fishing in
the inland waters cannot be improved. The object of such
restrictive legislation is to make it possible for any fisherman
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to take a reasonable number of fish in a day, but not to
slaughter them when the opportunity may offer.

7. To so amend the pickerel law as to establish a catch
limit of fifteen, and to prohibit the sale of pickerel taken in
this Commonwealth.

To-day large numbers of pickerel are taken, especially
through the ice, from our inland ponds, and are sold by the
fishermen. We believe that the time has come when such
natural resources of the Commonwealth should be preserved
for recreational and economic purposes, - economic in the
sense that the individual fishermen should be able to obtain a
reasonable number of fish for one or more meals, but not for
the purpose of carrying them to market.

8. To establish catch limits as follows: on horned pout,
twenty; on yellow perch, twenty.

Unless some catch limit is placed on all the native fresh-
water species of fish the fishing in the inland waters cannot
be improved. The object of such restrictive legislation is to
make it possible for any fisherman to take a reasonable
number of fish in a day, but not to slaughter them when the
opportunity may offer.

9. To regulate the stocking and posting of private preserves,
To-day under existing law it is possible for a riparian

owner on a stream to apply for fish to stock the stream, or
for the owner of land to apply for game birds, and the
stream or land having been stocked by the Board, such
owner can the following year post such land and lease the
fishing or shooting privileges. The object of this measure
is to take away from any such landowner any special priv-
ileges he may have in connection with such stock supplied
by the State. It provides protection to him on condition
that he stock said stream or land at his own expense.

10. To prohibit the taking of quail in Essex, Dukes and
Nantucket counties until the beginning of the open season
for quail throughout the Commonwealth in the year 1921.

The counties of Essex, Dukes and Nantucket to-day con-
tain a small number of quail. Until the birds can be in-
creased to reasonable numbers no shooting of them should
take place in these counties.
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11. To authorize the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries
and Game to make rules and regulations, to be approved by
the Governor and Council, regulating the taking of smelt
in inland waters.

Under existing law smelt cannot be taken from the inland
waters for any purpose, except scientific or stocking pur-
poses. In certain waters of the State we are now planting
fish, for the catching of which live bait is a necessity. There
are certain inland ponds, containing large numbers of smelt,
where we are of the opinion it would be safe and reasonable
for our Board to permit a limited number to be taken for
bait from time to time. We therefore ask that the Board
be given the privilege to say when, where, how and in what
numbers the smelt may be taken.

12. To repeal chapter 113 of the Acts of year 1913, relative
to taking alewives in Mill River, Sandwich.

We recommend this legislation in view of the fact that
Alexander K. Crocker of Barnstable, who by the act was
granted certain rights in taking alewives in Mill River, has
failed to comply with the proviso, contingent on which said
authority was granted, namely, that he should construct and
maintain a good and sufficient fishway over or around the
dam to enable fish to enter the ponds above, and that he
should keep the passageway open at certain times.

13. To provide a two-year close season on ruffed grouse
commonly called partridge.

A State-wide investigation reveals the fact that the num-
ber of grouse in the State has decreased to an alarming ex-
tent during the past two years, and that a close season is
necessary in order to give the birds an opportunity to come
back.

14. To so amend section 4 of chapter 533 of the acts of
the year 1910 as to provide a fine of not less than $25 for
setting snares.

The setting of snares is one of the most reprehensible forms
of violation of the fish and game laws for the reason that it
indicates a careful, pre-conceived plan of action and is not a
violation resulting from thoughtlessness or impulsive action.
It is also very destructive in its operations, and the penalty
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for such violations should be made at least as substantial as
is indicated in this provision. The present law now pro-
vides a penalty of $lO.

15. To so amend section 132 of chapter 91 of the Revised
Laws, as amended by chapter 492 of the Acts of the year
1908, as to permit the spearing of eels and carp.

Two very destructive species in the inland waters of the
State are eels and carp. Both devour large quantities of
the spawn of desirable fresh-water fish, and by this recom-
mendation an additional agency is provided for their de-
struction.

16. To amend chapter 312 of the General Acts of the year
1917 so as to make lobster licenses operative in any of the
waters of the Commonwealth; to provide for the forfeiture
of license on conviction for a second time for taking or
possessing short or seed lobsters; and to repeal the require-
ment that the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and
Game shall publish in its annual report the names of all
holders of lobster licenses.

Chapter 312 of the General Acts of 1917 provided for the
issuance of a lobster license and stated certain restrictions
under which the same might be used. It is found to be im-
practicable to preserve the divisional lines between the
several counties provided for in the original act, and we
advise that this feature of the bill be eliminated. It has
also been considered reasonable to provide that the license
shaill be revoked upon a second conviction for taking or
possessing short or seed lobsters. The future of the fishery
depends on the preservation of both short and seed-bearing
lobsters. Heretofore, the Board has been required by law to
publish the names of all persons to whom were issued lobster
licenses. A number of pages of the report will be required
for this purpose this year, which so far as we can see is of
no particular value, for the information is available in the
office of the department for any one who may wish in-
formation. It is no more logical or necessary to publish the
names of the holders of these licenses than the names of
holders of the many other kinds of licenses issued by the
department.
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17. To provide for lobster measures to be made by the
Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game, sealed, and
furnished at cost price to the fishermen.

It will be of practical value to have rules made up for the
use of all handlers of lobsters which will bear the official
stamp of the department and thus do away with contro-
versies which are constantly arising as to the accuracy of
various rules used by various handlers, the question of legal
length being of vital importance.

18. To provide a bounty on seals killed within the Com-
monwealth.

Substantial numbers of seals prey on the fish along the
shores. These seals consume large numbers of fish during
the year. Their skins have no particular value, and in some
sections they have become sufficiently destructive to warrant
the payment of a bounty as here suggested.

19. To provide for an inspector of fresh fish
The fresh-fish industry has assumed such large proportions

as to be well known. It appears advisable to have an in-
spector who shall make certain that the fresh fish marketed
shall be in good condition.

20. To amend chapter 533 of the Acts of the year 1910,
as amended by chapter 101 of the Acts of the year 1911, so
as to forbid the trapping or snaring of all wild birds.

This law as it stands refers only to game birds. We think
it of importance that this protection be extended to all wild
birds as well.

21. To repeal the laws relative to torching along the coast
from Manchester to Plymouth, and enact legislation to make
torching lawful, provided public health or private property
is not endangered.

There are now six different acts relating to torching for
herring, applicable to a part of our coast. These acts should
be repealed, for the provisions are not uniform and the
boundaries set are established on the water and difficult to
locate. There is no necessity for forbidding torching, pro-
vided it is carried on with due regard for public health and
private property. But few fish other than herring are taken
in this way.
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